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Current performance
• Best ever National Passenger Satisfaction survey results (Spring 2010 – 81%)
• Improved overall punctuality but mainline peak services relatively disappointing
• Award winning employee development programmes (IiP Bronze and 45% of staff with an NVQ)
• Passenger journey numbers up by 5% since introduction of December 2009 timetable change
• Passenger revenue at 90% of bid projections due to recession and lack of development
• Good progress on environment schemes (60% of waste recycled, 13.3% reduction in
site energy)
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Rail franchising basics (current approach)
• Government writes a specification based on a defined term
• Franchisees bid competitively (lowest subsidy/highest premium)
• ‘Winner’ is selected on the basis of best financial offer and package of improvements
• Service specification and improvement package is contractualised
• Changes to the specification during the franchise term are possible – BUT need to be
commercial for train operator or funded by a third party or Government

• Franchises include a revenue share/support mechanism
• Government benefit from upside and drive more competitive bids by sharing in
economic downside
• Revenue share from day one of Franchise, revenue support from start of
year 5 onwards

Revenue support
• Southeastern in receipt of 80% revenue support from April 2010
• Current revenue at c. 90% of target due to recession and lack of regeneration
• Mechanism reduces economic risk and ensures more competitive bids
• But also acts as a disincentive to revenue generating investment (5:1 return)
• Expected to remain in revenue support until the end of the Franchise

Southeastern franchise continuation
• 6 years from April 2006, with potential further 2 years to March 2014
• Continuation based on achievement of three performance benchmarks
(capacity, cancellations and Southeastern caused delays) and no ongoing breach
• 12 month review period started December 2009
• Currently on track against all review benchmarks
• If criteria met continuation will be at our discretion

Service specification
• DfT specify service levels (in detail) and franchise bidders price offers accordingly
• Once the Franchise is let the service levels become contractual commitments
• Although the DfT don’t write the timetable the specification has a major bearing on it
• Franchisees can propose additional services
• As private sector businesses these must be profitable or funded by third parties
or Government

Comprehensive spending review
• £14bn of maintenance and investment in the railways during spending review period
• Investment in new trains and station improvements
• Fares to increase by RPI+3 from 2012 onwards
• Crossrail will “go ahead” (other projects to be reviewed include Inter City Express,
Thameslink, Electrification etc.)
• Savings expected from longer and better constructed franchises
• Secretary of State will make a further announcement shortly

“…setting the cap at a lower level would
reduce the funds available to increase rail
capacity, or present taxpayers with a further
and very significant subsidy requirement”
Delivering a Sustainable Railway White Paper 2007

“…rail travel is a niche interest. It
accounts for just 7% of all journeys…
Almost three fifths of all trips were made
in London and the South East”
The Economist August 2010

“…Whilst we have had to make some tough
choices, I am confident that our focus on the
long term will ensure that we continue to
build a transport system that supports
economic growth and carbon reduction “
Government support as % of the total cost of running UK railways

Phillip Hammond Secretary of State for Transport October 2010

Fares
• Regulated fare cap set as part of bidding process (initially RPI+3 for 5 years, now extended
by Comprehensive Spending Review announcement)
• Policy intended to pay for investments made and to shift balance from tax payer to fare payer
• Franchisees can set fares at any level they wish below regulated cap
• Maximum is assumed in bid and in revenue support must seek to reduce taxpayer burden
• Also necessary to offset ongoing subsidy reductions/premia increases
• Comprehensive spending review change will result in reduced subsidy
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Timetable changes
• Future timetable changes focussed on performance improvement, Olympics
and enabling delivery major improvement schemes
• No major changes to current services or additional services planned
• Current additional services operated at Southeastern’s commercial risk planned
to continue (eg; peak Cannon St services via Medway Towns, Hastings Line)

Winter preparedness
• Comprehensive lessons learned exercise from experience of recent winters
• Programme of investment with Network Rail (passenger train de-icing, conductor
rail heating, website improvements, train software/hardware upgrade etc.)
• Improved contingency timetable, more capacity and longer hours of operation
• Performance improvement expected but inherent infrastructure vulnerability remains

Improving services
• Programme of train improvements (CCTV, diagnostics, information, cleaning, etc.)
• Station works continuing (painting, repair, DDA, redevelopment and security)
• Investment in our people continuing with target for IiP Gold by 2012 (currently bronze)
and 50% of staff with an NVQ qualification by 2011
• Environmental schemes to deliver further reduction in emissions by 2014 (recycling, eco driving,
site energy reduction etc)
• Train service reliability and punctuality improvements to deliver ‘right time railway’ focus and
93%+ PPM by 2014

The Olympics
• ODA’s transport plan has already been publicly consulted upon and Southeastern’s
role publicly consulted on during franchise letting process
• Specification will require alterations to High Speed and Metro services
• Majority of High Speed trains will be used to provide shuttle services
• Discussions are well advanced with DfT/ODA (objective is to do everything possible
balance Olympic and existing passenger needs)
• Plan is to finalise the timetable in early 2011
• Communication to stakeholders will follow thereafter
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Government review of franchising
• Consultation closed on 18th October
• Existing franchise competitions on temporary hold pending outcome
• Review linked to McNulty Value for Money Study
• Expectation of a bigger role for franchisees and longer franchises
• More private sector investment required in return

“To examine the overall
cost structure of all
elements of the railway
sector and to identify
options for improving
value for money to
passengers and the
taxpayer while continuing
to expand capacity as
necessary and drive up
passenger satisfaction.”
McNulty Review Objective

McNulty value for money study

• Legal, operational and cultural barriers to efficiency improvements;
• Incentives across different parts of the rail industry to generate greater efficiency

• Role of new technology, processes and working practices in greater efficiency
• Ways of generating more revenue, e.g. car parking, gating at stations
• Interim report expected shortly, final report March 2011
• Solutions likely to result in structural change

Specifying the next Southeastern Franchise
• Assuming continuation, replacement process likely to start in early 2012
• Likely to involve public consultation, bidding process, contractualisation and
mobilisation (current procurement process described on DfT website)
• Southeastern will be treated in the same way as any other bidder
• Length of franchise will be determined during specification process

Influencing the specification
• Strong emphasis likely to be placed on value for money/affordability
• Specification may be more ‘light of touch’ allowing more flexibility to the operator
• Stakeholder views perhaps more likely to be heard if consensus can be reached
• Local authorities can request additional services which they wish to fund
• Ultimately the specification and choice of franchisee a matter for the Secretary
of State for Transport
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Conclusions
• Good progress made since 2006 with most franchise commitments delivered or
on track to be achieved
• Subject to continuation review existing franchise likely to continue to 2014
• No major changes to existing services expected or planned
• Industry likely to go through period of significant change
• Our focus will be on delivering further improvements for passengers

